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Dalton Black, a Canis lupis full of guilt and anger, never expected to find his true mate. Perhaps

already slipping into madness, he had resigned himself to the fact that he would walk the earth

without the other half of his soul. He was convinced that his sins where enough to keep the Great

Luna from giving him such a blessing. He knew it was probably better that way. His past was as

dark as his name and after three centuries of running from it, the memories were finally catching up

to him. But all of those resignations evaporated when he saw her broken and bloodied body lying on

that altar. Though the man didnâ€™t recognize her, the wolf did. Through battle and bloodshed he

was able to save her from the evil that held her captive, but now he would need her to save him

from himself.Jewel Stone was wholly unaware of the ancient bloodlines of Gypsy Healers, mates to

Canis lupis and protectors of the packsâ€”much less that she carried that blood herself. But when a

beautiful but deadly woman showed up in her home and ripped her from her realm, she knew her

life would never be the same. Her mother, Gem, a fortune teller, had warned her that something

was coming, that her life was about to change dramatically, but like everyone else, Jewel had

dismissed her as a crazy person. Jewel was the laughing stock of her school simply because Gem

was her mother. And up until now, her life was one big disappointment after another. Instead of

heeding her motherâ€™s warning, she hid in her books, burying herself behind knowledge, both fact

and fiction. She escaped into worlds created by others and filled her mind with facts of every kind in

an effort to push away the hurtful words that others bombarded her with. Despite all of her

knowledge and all of her fantastical stories, she never dreamed her own future would be full of

adventure, danger, passion and the possibility of unconditional love. As she lay unconscious after

her first bloody encounter in the fae realm, her only chance of survival lay in the hands of a man

scarred by his past, disfigured both emotionally and physically, and beyond the reach of any who

had tried to help him. Can two broken people, who carry the other half of each otherâ€™s souls

span the chasm between them and restore the innocence ripped from both their lives? Will they let

the promise of healing love overcome the difference in age and experience, and the separation of

species and realms? Or will they give in to the fear and doubt that would keep them from one

another for eternity?
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I really hate to give a rating like this, especially since Quinn Loftis is a good author. Unfortunately

this book is not a good representation of her work. There was no substance,no depth, no story. It

seemed like the whole book was a filler. Most of her books do end with a cliff hanger (if that's the

right term) but they usually have some major plot that does have some type of ending even if its not

the end of the story. They usually leave me waiting for the next installment, not so this time. On

another note, WARNING POSSIBLE SPOILER, I can't understand why after all the trouble they've

been have at Peri's home, the evil forces are still able to get to the healers so easily. Seriously at

what point do they learn their lesson. I think a good dose of common sense needs to be included in

these stories moving forward.I do love the series as a whole and will continue to read them no

matter what, but I do hope she takes her time and gives us the quality stories she's known for

writing. Also I like that this story had a more adult feel to, not to much teenage dialogue.

Although I adore Quinn and all her previous books, this one lacked on many levels.The story never

progressed until the very end, cliff hangers are good, but this story was rushed into it.Way too much

filler throughout the book. I found myself flipping through many pages of love proclamation...It gets

old fast.F.Y.I., If you did not read book one, you will be completely lost.All in all the editing was

great, the story could have been good too if more effort was involved to progress past the "I love



you" over and over and over.I'm one of Quinn's biggest fans and order her books before release

every time. I will continue to do so in the hopes that the story moves along in the next one.Would I

recommend it to anyone??? Of course! This is just one book of many wonderful stories Quinn has

written for us. I've been recommending her books to everyone I know since her first publication.

"Content Sigh", another Quinn book! I could NOT WAIT to read this book and I was NOT

disappointed! Quinn, is just an amazing author! She makes those Alpha males irresistible and those

spunky girls make me wish I could be them, even if only for a day.This book is darker than any of

the rest BUT that's a good thing! It's still as wonderful as her other stories but yet different enough to

hold reader's attention and get them wanting more.Dalton is the epitome of the strong and silent

type. But what made him that way??? You have to read to find out. Also, I love, love Jewel and her

ability to spout out "the facts" (at sometimes the strangest of times). And they FINALLY "meet",

WOW!I was most blown away by Dalton's back story, out of all the characters Quinn has written, his

story was the most powerful (to me). I didn't see it coming and I would suspect you won't either. It

just makes me cheer for Dalton and Jewel all the more!You get some scenes of the other males and

healers and will any of them find true mates??? Hmm.... Excited yet? Only a few more days and you

will know the answers!!! I will say I hung on to those scenes wanting more and more. Loved.it!You

will be as blown away as I was I'm sure! Enjoy and join me in my impatience for book 3 in this

series! I just know it's going to be awesome! I cannot wait for it.

I'm still wondering if Ms. Loftis has an editor, maybe a friend who will proofread her work before it

goes into print. Her stories are usually interesting, but tainted by the poor editing. Sadly, this

volume, even more than previous ones, has more repetition than is truly needed to get a point

across. The book would likely be about a third of its published length if the repetitive phrases and

scenes were removed. The tale was disjointed, as if she really doesn't have anything new to say

and is just throwing out comments to fill the space. Not her best effort. If you are a fan of this

particular fantasy-paranormal world, you'll read the book no matter what I say. Hope you won't be

as disappointed as I was.

This book was a really great read. I don't even have the words to summarize how great. I read this

book within a few hours, because I couldn't put it down. I thought the emotional draw towards the

protagonists in 'In Into the Fae' was something. That was child play compared to this book. The

depth of emotion that Dalton Black invokes from the very first page until the very last is captivating.



His story is beautiful, gloom-filled, and inspiring. The way Quinn allows you to navigate through the

story and the web she weaves left me breathless. The mixture of humor and love leave you in a

spell four days that you can't walk away from. The unity and trust that the characters have built in

such a short time draws you in. It moves you in such a way. This is a must read. As I sit here writing

this all I can think about is beginning the next book.

I love this new spin off series from the grey wolves. al though it ended on a cliffhanger (ahhh), I can't

want for the next book so please hurry..The introduction of the new wolves and the insight into the

healers was detailed and I felt like it was a seamless transition from the originals, though I missed

Jen's wit and des growling lol, I was so caught up in the story I didn't have time to wonder about

them ( maybe a little). I am an avid fan of Peri cause she's awesome but the new healers are

equally important enough to root for them. I can't wait to see who is matted to who. I have my pick

but we shall see..love all your books Quinn you g have a true gift...

Mrs Quinn loftis I love your books your a great writer . I loved this second book but i felt like it was

rushed and short we didn't see that much of volcan and the wolfs and the healers or peri it was to

short . But don't get me wrong I love the story i just wish it was longer . I really hope the next book

doesn't take long can't wait to see what happens next with jewel and her mate . And I'm so exited to

find out about the other healers and there mates . And maybe we get to see Jen and Jacque to

please please write faster oh and really really recommend this book and the grey wolves series .
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